Woodcut - Nouveaux Portraitz et Figures de Termes pour User en l'Architecture etc.

Object: Woodcut

Place of origin: Langres (published)

Date: c. 1592 (published)

Artist/Maker: Boillot, Joseph (Designer)
Boillot, Joseph (Printmaker)
Desprey, Johann, born 16 - died 16 (Publisher)

Materials and Techniques: woodcuts and etchings (in the series)

Museum number: 28599A

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level D, case EO, shelf 63

Descriptive line
Joseph Boillot, plate taken from the Nouveaux Portraitz et Figures de Termes pour User en l'Architecture, designs for terms composed of different animals, French, c. 1592.

Physical description
Woodcut

Dimensions
Height: 27.5 cm Cut to approx., Width: 9 cm Cut to approx.

Museum number
28599A

Object history note
Complete volume is in the National Art Library (K.2.43, Special collections)

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1002001/nouveaux-portraitz-et-figures-de-woodcut-boillot-joseph/